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We independently acquired, what we found to be, very different LED headlight replacements for our 7” round halogens.  
We thought it might be worthwhile to document our initial experiences with each and to compare our thoughts.  We hope 
you find these observations and pictures helpful. 

Travis:  I, for one, never really liked riding at night; this was mainly due to not being able to see where I was going.  Yes, I 
know I should try turning my headlight on - the problem, it was ON!  The stock headlight on my 2007 Harley Street Glide 
could have better been a night light in my bathroom; it was not the bright beam of light that would part the darkness to 
guide me through the night. I read several articles about LED headlights from various manufacturers and heard that 
Harley-Davidson was going to be coming out with a version.  I was very interested in this and wanted to know more, 
including which one would be the best one for my money.  Out of all the articles I read, none of them compared the LED 
headlights together.  A friend and I purchased two of the LED headlight offerings and decided to do a side-by-side 
comparison.  I must admit, I was surprised at the drastic difference between the two of them on cost, design, and 
functionality. 

bogie:  I converted all the other lights on my 2006 Ultra to LED back in 2007 (some may remember the review posted 
back then).  My goal was to be more visible while lowering the draw on my electrical system.  At the time, there were no 
viable (read that as ‘affordable’) options for replacing the headlight or passing lamps.  It’s truly amazing how quickly 
technology, and prices, change. 

Travis:  JW Speaker (www.jwspeaker.com) is the manufacturer for Harley-Davidson’s LED headlight; this is based off of 
the JW 8700 model.  JW Speaker customized it for Harley-Davidson by adding HD branding and a chrome interior.  
Functionally, they are the same. 

I purchased the JW Speaker version with the black interior, which gives it a smoked look.  I purchased this one because I 
preferred the look of it over HD’s version.  I ordered the headlight on 10/12/2010, but would not receive it until 11/19/2010, 
due to back orders.  During this time waiting for the headlight to arrive, I did a little more research and came across an 
interesting post.  The post stated that a new mounting ring assembly would be needed for the HD LED headlight.  I did a 
parts breakdown and found a new mounting ring assembly was included in the HD headlight kit - (68124-04A(b) Mounting 
Ring Assembly).  Reviewing the headlight on HD’s website they say it is a simple installation and do not mention needing 
this ring.  So, off to my local HD dealer to get that part ordered. 

                          

Pictured, above, on the left is the stock mounting ring for the stock headlight; on the right is the new mounting ring 
assembly for the LED headlight.  This added about 10 minutes to the installation, mainly from cleaning out all the bugs 
that I could not get to during normal cleaning of the bike.   
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Below are the JW/HD LED and stock headlights side-by-side.  As you can see the back of the JW/HD is larger in diameter 
and in no way would fit into the stock mounting ring assembly. 

 

With the new mounting ring assembly installed, I was able to simply install the new LED Headlight.  I was very impressed 
with the look of the headlight and was very happy with how it looked on my bike.  Now time to see what it can do, I 
opened the garage and turned the light on, I was very surprised on how far the light traveled.   I lit up my neighbor’s house 
across the street which is about 70 yards away, with the low beam. 

 

With the LED headlight installed I emailed bogie to see if he had his installed yet and set up a time to do the comparisons.  

bogie:  I chose to go with the Truck-Lite (www.truck-lite.com) LED headlight – primarily for two reasons, I was able to get 
it from a motorcycle lighting dealer I have dealt with for several years (Custom Dynamics - www.customdynamics.com) 
and the price of the unit is about half that of the JW/HD unit.  Also, I knew Travis had already decided to go with the 
JW/HD version and I saw an opportunity to do this comparison. 

The Truck-Lite (TL) unit is a complete plug and play installation.  Simply remove the trim ring and the three screws of the 
mounting ring, unplug the stock unit from the wiring harness; plug the LED unit in and reassemble. 

Here is a comparison of the halogen unit I was using (which wasn’t the stock HD lens, I had previously converted to a 
Hella ‘E’ class lens). 
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As you can see, the shape of the back of the TL LED is more compact and rounded than the JW/HD, much like the 
regular lens.  There is no modification to, or replacement of, the mounting ring assembly required to use the TL. 

Another difference between the JW/HD and TL versions, not obvious from the pictures is the JW/HD has a rounded, glass 
lens; while the TL has a flat, polycarbonate lens.  Also, the TL lens protrudes further forward from the mounting/trim ring 
than most headlights – but it does not interfere with the stock or ‘frenched look’ trims rings on mine (the frenched style 
requires the stock to remain installed – so, yes, both). 

   

Truck-Lite LED      JW Speaker LED 

Travis:  Dressed in my cold weather riding gear (high temp of 36 degrees) I arrived at bogie’s house and we both had to 
get a look at each other’s new headlight. 

We started out by aiming the new headlights per HD’s owner’s manual; this allowed us to get the beam patterns of the 
headlights on a flat wall.   

bogie:  We were able to do the aiming in my garage – the front axle of the bike was placed at 25 feet from the far wall.  
On the wall a mark was made - top of the mark at 35-1/2” above the wall (the height of the center of my headlight), the 
bottom of the mark at 33-1/2” (the center of Travis’ headlight).  We aimed each light so that the top of the low beam 
pattern was at the respective part of the mark. 

We also had my wife’s Fat Boy in the garage to get images of a stock halogen headlight. 

Travis:  The top light in the pictures on the next page is the stock headlight on the Fat Boy.  I know you’re asking “why is 
that headlight pointing so low?”, bogie’s wife has that bike seriously lowered – so it’s aimed right for its height and her 
preference.  The middle is the TL LED and bottom is the JW/HD.  We took pictures of both low and high beam. 

What I noticed was the Truck-Lite had a narrow beam of light, with a thin band going left to right.  There was a lack of light 
that reached the floor compared to both the stock and JW headlights.  The JW LED had an even pattern that mirrored the 
stock light.  The high beam showed the same results, the Truck-Lite narrow beam expanded a little bit; but, was still 
missing light in critical areas.  This really showed itself on the street during dusk. 

bogie:  The TL definitely has a more defined light band than either the stock or JW/HD – with a significant hot spot in the 
center.  It is also quite noticeable that either LED has a much whiter light than the halogen.  The garage wall is a light gray 
color, as can be seen in the LED pictures, but looks almost light brown in the halogen shots. 

We tried to take pictures of the bikes in the garage; head on, with the LED’s turned on.  But, the cameras were just not 
able to deal with the brightness – all the shots simply looked like the sun had landed in my garage. 
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Travis:  As you can see in the next set of pictures, the missing light in the Truck-Lite beam really showed itself on the 
street during dusk.  This still showed during night test, but it was not as bad. 

bogie:  At first I was concerned about, to use Travis’ description, ‘the missing light’.  But when I rode the bike well after 
sunset with the low beam, it’s really not as noticeable as it would appear in the picture. 

Travis:  With the high beams on, I would have to say the Truck-Lite is even with JW Speaker.  

The JW high beam really does not add much to the line of sight while riding.  In this picture it does add about 30 yards, 
but when riding it really is not noticeable. 

bogie:  The high beam does fill in the Truck-Lite pattern nicely and I can tell you it lights up reflective signs 1-1/2 miles 
down the road.  I didn’t have the opportunity (and I’m very glad) to see if it will also light up critters’ eyes that far – but I’m 
confident it will add a credible distance to that of halogen. 

I noticed in the garage there was a sorta rainbow of color when the high beam was on for the JW/HD.  It appeared again 
in the pictures at dusk as a curve of color at the base of the JW/HD’s beam pattern.   

To give some perspective to these shots, as you follow the beam path - the edge of the shoulder where the road begins to curve 
is about 240 feet from the bikes; the pedestal, just off to the left, about 300 feet; and the tree line in the distance, about 375 feet. 

 

Top:   Stock Halogen - Low Beam 

Middle: Truck-Lite LED – Low Beam 

Bottom: JW Speaker/HD LED – Low Beam 

Top:  Stock Halogen - High Beam 

Middle: Truck-Lite LED – High Beam 

Bottom: JW Speaker/HD LED – High Beam 
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At Dusk – Low Beam 

Top:  Truck-Lite LED  Bottom:  JW Speaker/HD LED  

After Sunset – Low Beam

Top:  Truck-Lite LED  Bottom:  JW Speaker/HD LED  

After Sunset – High Beam

Top:  Truck-Lite LED  Bottom:  JW Speaker/HD LED  
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bogie:  Earlier in the day, after we had finished the aiming – it was still daylight; Travis and I had the same thought… 

Travis:  During day time riding, we wondered how noticeable the Truck-Lite is compared to the JW Speaker. 

 

 

 

Travis:  Straight on both headlights are very bright, but off to an angle the JW Speaker tones down and might not be as 
noticeable to the already distracted cages.   

bogie:  You will also notice – the TL low beam is only the top half of the headlight – the high beam adds the rest.  The 
headlight versions accomplish their respective beams in entirely different fashions.   

The JW/HD has two projector style lens – upper is low beam, lower is high beam – only one of the projectors are lighted 
at a time.  On either side of the projectors are a pair of ‘D’ shaped lens that are the fill light. 

The TL has ten individual LEDs; each LED has its own mini-reflector and its own mini-projector lens.  The five LEDs in the 
top half of the unit are low beam, the five LEDs in the bottom half are added for high beam. 

     Left: Truck-Lite LED                      Right: JW Speaker/HD Left: Truck-Lite LED           Right: JW Speaker/HD

Upper Left:   Off      Upper Right:  High Beam 

                Lower Left:  Low Beam  Lower Right:  Side Angle 
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Conclusions: 

We agree that both LED headlights are a vast improvement over a halogen headlight (both are DOT approved), and less 
power draw on the system is always a good thing.  We also agree there are several things to keep in mind when deciding 
on which LED to go with: 

Price:    JW Speaker / HD: $480 - $530.00   Truck-Lite: $229 - $290 

Warranty:  JW Speaker: 4 year warranty (HD version: 1 year) Truck-Lite: 3 years 

Appearances:  JW Speaker: Smoked look HD: Chrome look Truck-Lite: Multi-faceted 

Beam Pattern: JW Speaker / HD: Flood light pattern   Truck-Lite: Spot beam pattern 

LEDs have no filament to burn out or break; a beneficial quality in a motorcycle environment where there is significant 
vibration.  The expected lifespan for LEDs is in excess of 10,000 hours – borrowing another’s way of putting that in 
perspective – at 40 miles an hour that’s in excess of 400,000 miles.  Halogen’s life is generally rated at 800 hours in 
automotive use – from experience, I believe it is significantly less in the motorcycle environment.  Some say as low as 400 
hours – let’s use 500 hours to make the math easy – the LED will last 20 times as long as a halogen.  At about $20 per 
halogen bulb, that’s $400 for an equivalent period of time.  Or at $40 per for a specialty super white halogen bulb, now 
you have $800 equivalent.  Then consider the brighter light, greater overall reliability (in the unlikely event one LED should 
fail, the others will continue) and time saved not changing the bulbs - the cost to go LED suddenly doesn’t seem so high. 

LEDs also generate much less heat – so the bugs should bake onto the lens more slowly. 

Travis:  From doing the review of both LED headlights, I prefer the JW Speaker over the Truck-Lite. Not just because I 
have already purchased it, but I feel it provides a more even and wider spread of light for the rider to see oncoming 
hazards.  There is a big difference with the price and I feel it is well worth the extra money for the JW Speaker / HD 
headlight.  The Truck-Lite may benefit from passing lamps to help fill in the gaps the headlight is missing, but for this 
review that was not tested since we were comparing headlight to headlight. 

bogie:  I believe personal preference will play a large role in the decision making of which LED is best.  I prefer the Truck-
Lite.  The performance of the lights is close enough – with both far better than halogen – that I don’t see the need to 
spend the extra dollars; unless the look of the headlight plays into your style, and your bike’s style, better.  The smoked 
look of the JW Speaker version works very well with Travis’ Black Pearl paint and black pipes.  (He’s looking for a black 
trim ring if anyone knows where to get one.) 

Bonus Review - Street Magic® Sun Spots™ LED Passing Lamp Inserts – by bogie 

Travis mentioned the passing lamps – while not a part of this side-by-side comparison, I did upgrade mine to Street 
Magic® Sun Spots™ LEDs from Custom Dynamics.  Each unit has 162 individual LEDs in the array.  The name is not 
exaggerating by much – these are incredibly bright.   

In the pictures on the next page, you can see how the Sun Spots™ add a pool of light to the aiming wall, above and below 
the main and lateral beam of the headlight and fill in the ‘missing’ light Travis referred to earlier.  Like the LED headlights, 
the Sun Spots™ are much brighter & whiter, with less power draw, than the halogens they replace.  I have a wig-wag 
flasher attached to my passing lamps for parade use; much like a turn signal flasher, the draw of the Sun Spots™ is so 
low that the flasher does not work properly.  This gives me the excuse to get one of the new, multi-pattern, flashers made 
for use with LEDs <big grin>. 
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In my test drives at night, with the Truck-Lite LED Headlight (high or low beam), with the Sun Spots™ LED passing lamps 
on – I truly feel like I’m driving in my own, private patch of sunlight in the middle of the pitch dark. 

With an admittedly small sample – I have had none of the dozen, or so, drivers I’ve ridden toward flash at me for being too 
bright in their eyes.  While HD passing lamps are easy to aim left-to-right; they are difficult, at best, to truly aim up or 
down.  The Sun Spots™ have an alignment lug on the back of the case, which allows them to be mounted with the lines 

         Sun Spots – 4-1/2” Passing Lamp LED Inserts

Shown here with the Truck-Lite 7” LED Headlight on High Beam                    Top: LED low beam, without Sun Spots™     Bottom: With Sun Spots™ 
on 

At Dusk -  

            Truck-Lite LED – Low Beam with Sun Spots™ on    Truck-Lite LED – High Beam with Sun Spots™ on 
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molded into the lens only in the horizontal position.  They are designed as flood lights without any real focus to the lens – 
there is no ‘beam’ of light or hot spot; they provide a dispersed pool of light. 

The Sun Spots™ come with raw wire ends for connection with the supplied Posi-Tap™ Connectors.  I choose to sacrifice 
an old set of the H9 bulbs and make my own plugs. 

 

After verifying which terminal was the positive side (ingeniously marked with masking tape as shown), I cut the bulb 
portion off and soldered the wires to the exposed metal blades; remembering to plan for covering them with shrink tube.  
This made a plug that snaps directly into the weatherproof HD socket inside the passing lamp housing. 

So, if you have 4-1/2” passing lamps, you now have one more consideration when thinking about converting to LED 
forward lighting.  The cost for the Sun Spots™ is $120 for each unit ($240 per pair).  Pairing them with the Truck-Lite 
headlight makes the total cost about the same as just the JW/HD headlight.   

HD does offer LED replacements for the passing lamps as well – again with a totally different approach.  The HD LED 
passing lamp utilizes the same ‘D’ shape lens as used in the JW/HD headlight to provide the fill light.  Unfortunately, 
Travis doesn’t have passing lamps, so there was no comparison available.  Based on using the ‘D’ shape lenses (three 
lenses in each passing lamp), it follows that the light provided will also be more of a flood pattern as well.  The cost for the 
HD passing lamp LEDs is about $385 per pair (plus $20 if you need to convert ’04 & prior spade connectors). 

My Ultra is now 100% LED.  I have a lot more lighting – which equates to more visibility; both for me to see; maybe more 
importantly, for me to be seen; yet using significantly less draw on the electrical system.  Sounds like a win-win-win. 

 

We would like to thank you for reading; we hope this has shed some light (pun intended) on the subject of upgrading to 
LEDs for your forward lighting needs.  Please let us know about any questions or comments you may have. 

Respectfully, 

Travis & bogie 


